Present Indefinite Tense Practice

1. It is 10 am and I just woke up. The first thing I am going to do is ____ (knock/knocked/knocking) on the door of my mother’s room.
2. She always ______ (slept/sleeps/sleeping) till late.
3. Today, she shouldn’t sleep so ____ (much/so long) as some guests are _____ (came/coming) for lunch.
4. I normally wake up at 8 am to _____ (watched/watch) the morning news show.
5. After ____ (it /after that) I take a shower and ____ (eat/have) breakfast.
6. I don’t like _____ (eaten/eating) omelette for breakfast as I _____ (know/ prefer/hinder) eating a sandwich with a glass of milk.
7. A tiny baby bird _____ (sitting/sits/sat) on the ground.
8. The baby ____ (cry/cries/crying) out nervously. A squirrel is ____ (look/looks/looking) down at it from the branch of the tree.
9. If a cat _____ (saw/sees/see) the bird, it might ____ (kill/killing/kills) it.
10. Tina _____ at a bakery. (work/works/working)
11. I _____ with my grandparents. (live/lives/living)
12. The cattle _____ on grass. (feed/feeds/feeding)
13. Emily _____ delicious pie. (make/makes/making)
14. Sumita _____ very fluent English. (speak/speaks/speaking)
15. Martin is _____ for a morning walk. (go/goes/going)
16. My father _____ (go/going/goes) to the temple every Tuesday.
17. Seema _____ 22 years old. (is/am/are)
18. I _____ **(could/can)** drink an entire sea right now as I _____ **(am/are/is)** so thirsty.
19. What _____ **(is/are/will)** your plans for the weekend?
20. _____ **(do/does/are)** you live in London?